The ability to correctly predict the functional role of proteins from their amino acid sequences would significantly advance biological studies at the molecular level by improving our ability to understand the biochemical capability of biological organisms from their genomic sequence. Existing methods that are geared towards protein function prediction or annotation mostly use alignment-based approaches and probabilistic models such as Hidden-Markov Models. In this work we introduce a deep learning architecture (Function Identification with Neural Descriptions or FIND) which performs protein annotation from primary sequence. The accuracy of our methods matches state of the art techniques, such as protein classifiers based on Hidden Markov Models. Further, our approach allows for model introspection via a neural attention mechanism, which weights parts of the amino acid sequence proportionally to their relevance for functional assignment. In this way, the attention weights automatically uncover structurally and functionally relevant features of the classified protein and find novel functional motifs in previously uncharacterized proteins. While this model is applicable to any database of proteins, we chose to apply this model to superfamilies of homologous proteins, with the aim of extracting features inherent to divergent protein families within a larger superfamily. This provided insight into the functional diversification of an enzyme superfamily and its adaptation to different physiological contexts. We tested our approach on three families (nitrogenases, cytochrome bd -type oxygen reductases and heme-copper oxygen reductases) and present a detailed analysis of the sequence characteristics identified in previously characterized proteins in the heme-copper oxygen reductase (HCO) superfamily. These are correlated with their catalytic relevance and evolutionary history. FIND was then applied to discover features in previously uncharacterized members of the HCO superfamily, providing insight into their unique sequence features. This modeling approach demonstrates the power of neural networks to recognize patterns in large datasets and can be utilized to discover biochemically and structurally important features in proteins from their amino acid sequences.
Author summary
Introduction 1 A central idea of molecular evolution is that homologous proteins in different biological 2 organisms possess similar structural and functional properties. Homology of proteins is 3 based on their amino acid sequences, which have some structural and functional 4 properties encoded into them. The extent of sequence similarity of proteins can be used 5 to classify proteins as belonging to different groups that each perform distinct functions 6 or possess a specific set of properties. The proteins which fall within previously identified the amino acids which bind the above mentioned hemes and metals [16] . 109 For proton transfer to the active site, there are conserved proton channels within 110 some of the families, which (i) uptake protons from the cytoplasm for oxygen reduction 111 to water and (ii) translocate protons from the cytoplasm to the periplasm (pumping Table 1 . Conserved features in subunit I of heme-copper oxygen reductases, which are important for binding of heme or metal co-factors, transport of substrates to the active site, or catalysis of oxygen reduction to water The latter Ca 2 + is stabilized by interactions with two glutamic acid residues. These 121 glutamates are further stabilized by hydrogen bonding interactions with conserved 122 residues, including a conserved arginine in both families [22] [19] . A fundamental 123 difference in the active site of O 2 reductases and NORs involves a unique co-factor -a 124 conserved histidine and a tyrosine, found in all O 2 reductases make a crosslink to each 125 other and provide an electron to oxygen during catalysis [23] . The tyrosine from the 126 cross-link is absent in the NORs and is replaced by a glutamate or asparagine in the 127 experimentally characterized NORs [24] [25] [26] . All of the above mentioned features 128 are detailed in Figure 2 and Table 1 .
129
To classify protein families within our model, only subunit I was used as was done 130 for their original assignment using phylogenetics [15] Figure 1 . 11 O 2 -reductase 131 families and 7 NOR families were used to train the model for classification. NODs were 132 left out of the model because of the smaller set of sequences available for this family. 8 133 of the O 2 -reductase families were previously described [15] while the I,J,K families have 134 not been previously reported. The cNOR, qNOR and bNOR 1 , eNOR and sNOR [15] 135 families have been previously described and so has the gNOR family [27] . The remaining 136 family, nNOR is being reported for the first time but will be described in detail in a 137 separate study 2 . A number of the conserved features mentioned above, as well as 138 variations unique to families within the superfamily were discovered by the model. Our model represents all proteins as a string of characters. Sequences from within the 142 heme-copper oxygen reductase superfamily were used as input, with their functional 143 annotation assigned by protein phylogenetics. The number of sequences within each 144 family/class are reported in Table 2 . 145 Computational Model (FIND) 146 In this section we introduce our model for Function Identification with Neural
147
Descriptions or FIND for short. Our task is to predict the function of a protein based 148 1 previously referred to as the qCu A NOR 2 Hemp, Murali publication in preparation Table 1 were mapped onto the crystal structre of the A-family enzyme from Rhodobacter sphaeroides RCSB ID:2gsm.Panels A and B present identical views of the enzyme locating structural features within the context of their transmembrane helices. A. Structure of A-family enzyme color-coded according to the location of transmembrane helices in the enzyme. B. Location of the active-site heme and metal co-factors as well as conserved D-and K-proton channels within the HCO enzyme. C.Conserved histidines binding the low-spin heme in HCO. D.Conserved amino acids in the binuclear active site including the histidine-tyrosine crosslink that is unique to HCO. solely on its amino acid sequence. For this task, we use prior information in the form of 149 a database of protein sequences which are correlated with a functional label. We then 150 generate a computational model to identify parts of sequence features in the database 151 sequences that correlate with its functional label. Then, the model is used to apply one 152 of the previously curated functional labels to the query amino acid sequence by 153 identifying the predictive features inherent in them. In computational terms, we need to 154 find predictive regions of strings for a multi-class prediction which we train with 155 gradient descent and a standard cross-entropy loss. Our task presents two unique 156 challenges: long sequences and a comparatively small dataset. s ∈ R l×h for a sequence of length l. Each element is then passed through a single linear 181 layer to produce an attention (α i = s i · A where A ∈ R h×1 ) and prediction logits 182 (p i = s i × P where P ∈ R h×L for L labels). α is then normalized via softmax to 183 produce a distribution over all l i so the global sequence logits are simply computed as 184 p = i α i p i , yielding a prediction vectorp ∈ R 1×L , which is again normalized to 185 form a distribution over the labels.
186
By normalizing attention across the entire sequence, the model is forced to choose a 187 small set of sequences from which to make its prediction. This provides us with 188 interpretable sequences to analyze. Finally, the convolution allows for efficient parallel 189 analysis of every subsequence. All models were implemented in PyTorch, 3 optimized 190 with Adam [33] , BatchNorm [34] , and using a hidden dimension of n = 256 which was 191 chosen based on the validation set performance. All code and data are available on 7 Models achieve >90% accuracy with in the first 10 epochs, but may not capture all families until 100. We stopped all runs at a 100 as the learning rate begins to converge to zero dispersed combination of sequence features. In the HCO superfamily, it is apparent that 269 unique features are formed through evolutionary diversification and are conserved.
270 Correspondingly, our model is able to easily classify members within the HCO family.
271
The performance of the model on the HCO superfamily, particularly with families 272 with small data sets is impressive. Previously, an HMM-based classifier was created for 273 the HCO superfamily but, it does not incorporate as much phylogenetic diversity of this 274 superfamily as we present here [37] . Therefore, we built an updated model for this task, 275 which performs the task with >99 % accuracy. It is interesting to note that 276 classification by both CNN and HMM is least accurate in the case of the I family of 277 O 2 -reductases and nNOR, which is consistent with these being a more complicated task 278 for both algorithms that we used. Further, it appears that the false positives for the 279 I-family is often the G-family, which is corroborated by their close phylogenetic 280 relationship (Figure 1) . This is also true for nNOR and sNOR, which are closely 281 related. Sequence analysis of subunits II from these enzymes also suggest that they have 282 recently diverged, with respect to their evolutionary history. It is intriguing that even 283 when we force the model to make predictions using smaller regions of the amino acid 284 sequence, it is sensitive to close phylogenetic relationships. Our feature extraction 285 method allows us to get a tangible understanding to the physical nature of these close 286 evolutionary relationships, i.e what features are common to close evolutionary partners 287 and which features vary between distant ones.
288
Predictor sequences obtained using attention mechanism 289 One of the primary goals in this work is to identify inherent patterns within protein 290 sequences that may not be easy to identify without prior knowledge and biochemical 291 intuition. In accordance with that goal, we forced our classification algorithm to identify 292 parts of the protein sequence that are most conserved within a given family of enzymes. 293 The algorithm identifies these sections of protein sequences, or sequence features, by 294 preferentially weighting those that are correlated with the correct functional or 295 structural label. We validate these "predictor" sequence features against prior 296 knowledge of the known HCO families, and then characterize the novel sequence Table S1 ). From the A-family, the 301 most often extracted feature is in the active site (present in Helix 6), including either 302 the conserved glutamate or tyrosine and serine, which are the amino acids from which 303 protons are loaded onto the oxygen molecule as it is reduced at the active site (Figure 304  4) . One of these two variants is always present in the A-family and only in this family. 305 The C-family "predictor" sequence most often identified is the tyrosine belonging to the 306 histidine-tyrosine crosslinked cofactor, which is located on a different helix (Helix 7), 307 than in the rest of the O 2 -reductases where it is found in Helix 6 (Figure 4) . In the 308 B-family, the model derives motifs corresponding to its active site and a tyrosine that is 309 conserved in the proton channel (Figure 4 ). In the cNOR family, one often identified 310 feature is around Helix 10, including a conserved threonine residue suggested to line a 311 proton channel leading from the periplasm to the active site [19] . (Figure 4C.) . In Table 1 , indicating that the model is extracting parts of a given enzyme's 317 sequence that correlate with meaningful aspects of its function.
318
Identification of sequence characteristics unique to previously 319 uncharacterized HCO families 320 After validating the model, we used the model to extract sequence features from the 321 remaining families which have not been well characterized. Characteristics unique to 322 each family were uncovered, indicative of their adaptation to a unique environment and 323 role. Among the more striking sequence traits was recognized in the J family, which has 324 two tyrosines replacing histidines which are typically ligands to the active site heme and 325 high-spin heme. (Figure 5 ) This is likely to have an effect on the midpoint potential of 326 the heme; the anionic nature of tyrosine as a ligand is likely to lower the midpoint 327 potential of the heme. [38] Also interesting are residues corresponding to a proton 328 channel in the nNOR family in a structurally analogous location to that of the B family. 329 This would be physiologically significant, indicating that this enzyme could generate 330 proton motive force. A similar channel leading from the cytoplasm to the active site has 331 been shown in the electrogenic bNOR [26] . nNOR also appears to have a histidine to 332 methionine substitution for a ligand to the low-spin heme in the electron transfer 333 PLOS 12/26 Table S2 pathway. A histidine to glutamate substitution as a heme ligand is uncovered in gNOR, 334 which would have a significant effect on the midpoint potential and spin state of the 335 heme. Finally, in K and eNOR, conserved residues around the O 2 /NO diffusion channel 336 are found. The full set of features is listed in Table S1 with corresponding amino acid 337 numbering for previously characterized HCOs.
338
By using these extracted features, it has thus been possible to gain insight into some 339 functional and structural characteristics of biochemically uncharacterized proteins. It is 340 interesting that most of the features that have been identified are part of 341 transmembrane helices. This is consistent with a majority of the catalytically important 342 residues in HCO enzymes being present in the membrane.
343
A brief analysis of the sequences extracted by the CNN from nitrogenases' 344 classification indicates that active site features are used as the markers for classification. 345 This suggests that this method is as successful for smaller and cytoplasmic proteins. sequence with a unique vector that, in a sense, quantifies the characteristics associated 359 with that amino acid. Modification of the the size of the embedding matrix used to code 360 for an input sequence can modify the complexity available to the model. Intuitively, this 361 would vary the model's ability to perceive relationships between different amino acids, 362 for e.g., between polar residues or between acidic amino acid residues. Further, the 363 number of convolutional layers and kernel sizes varies the length of the receptive field, 364 or essentially the maximum length of sequence the model is capable of attending to 365 when using the attention mechanism. The attention mechanism is used to extract convolutional network with 256 parameters in the embedding matrix is the highest and 377 we used these parameters to generate the final model for the HCO classification.
378
Using the classification model learned by the neural network, we extracted the top 379 "predictors" or weights assigned to various parts of the sequence within HCO family 380 members. Simply, this provides us with sequence patterns or motifs correlated with a 381 given label. These patterns were plotted using a heat map to demonstrate the location 382 of identified sequence features within subunit I of the enzyme. We find that several of 383 these patterns correlate with the evolutionary history of the HCO family, as shown in where a periplasmic loop exists that stabilizes heme b 3 in the C-family [22] . Conserved 392 features are identified in cNOR from the same region. The above identified correlations 393 are significant because they correspond to the phylogenetic relationship between the 394 C-family O 2 reductase, and cNOR and qNOR. The close evolutionary relationship 395 between the C-family, cNOR and qNOR has been observed before [39] [25] and the 396 common structural features associated with these families appear to corroborate that. A 397 similar relationship is observed between K and eNOR which cluster closely together in 398 our HCO phylogenetic tree. Conserved residues such as threonine and tyrosine (in the 399 K-family), and a tyrosine in eNOR in the loop between Helices 3 and 4, likely affect the 400 O 2 and NO diffusion pathway, which have been explored in the A, B and C-family [21] . 401 These features are suggestive of adaptations specific to substrate concentrations [40] .
402
Within the context of a multi-class classification model, we intuit that structural 403 differences between the families are weighted and extracted. Phylogenetic clustering of nitrogenases using the nifD subunit. Tree was generated using PhyML. Clusters corresponding to nifDI, nifDII, AnfD, VnfD and nifD-ANME were extracted and used to train FIND. Groups III and IV were not used in our training sets because of the smaller number of sequences in those clusters. Fig S3. Phylogenetic clustering of cytochrome bd -type oxygen reductases using subunit I. This phylogenetic tree was generated using PhyML. Clusters corresponding to E1,E2,E3,E4,B,A and C were extracted and used to train FIND.
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